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Outline
he present paper discusses the change of literacy over time as reflected
in birchbark documents from Novgorod and other ancient cities in the
medieval Russian Northwest. I will concentrate on the rise and fall of
literate activity on birchbark over a period of more than four hundred and fifty
years, ranging from the second quarter of the eleventh century to the end of the
fifteenth. Fluctuations in the level of writing activity on birchbark will be discussed against the background of some historical events that took place in
Novgorod, especially around the year 1200. Thus, the scope of the current
article goes somewhat beyond the main temporal framework of the present
volume (800-1200) in order to trace the dynamics of writing on birchbark over
the entire period of its attestation and to contextualise further the significant
events around 1200.
For the purpose of this volume, it is appropriate to begin by introducing the
contents of the birchbark documents and to discuss the corpus within the
broader context of literacy in medieval Northern Europe.
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Contents and Context
Since 1951 over a thousand birchbark strips with texts on them have been
recovered in archaeological excavations, especially in Novgorod.1 In Russian,
a piece of writing on birchbark is usually called berestjanaja gramota. The
first word is the adjective of ‘birchbark’, while the second one can have several
meanings, of which the neutral word ‘document’ is probably most adequate to
define the heterogeneous contents of the corpus. More than half of the birchbark documents can be classified as letters, written from one or several persons
to others and dealing with the daily concerns of urban life. These concerns
were mostly about trade, commercial transactions, taxation and all other kinds
of business. However, letters could be written about practically everything:
love, matchmaking, wedding proposals, marriage, divorce, household disputes,
learning to read and write, assault, theft, murder, abuse, slander, gossip, war,
etc. Apart from this variety of written communication, a considerable portion
of the corpus comprises different types of documentation to aid the short-term
memory of an individual or a specific group of persons with shared interests:
registers and debt lists about goods, property, and tribute collection, shopping
lists, memoranda of saints’ days, excerpts from prayers and rites, lists of witnesses in a trial, drafts of wills, etc.
Considering the fact that there is no evidence for the widespread use of
professional scribes, one might be tempted to assume that practically everybody in medieval Novgorod society participated in writing on birchbark. However, as Simon Franklin writes:
… as more documents emerge the patterns and limitations become clearer. Few
letters define specifically the status of their senders or recipients, but the context
1

The systematic publication of birchbark documents by the Russian Academy of Sciences
is available under the general title Íîâãîðîäñêèå ãðàìîòû íà áåðåñòå [Novgorod Documents
on Birchbark] in eleven volumes (1953-2004). Preliminary reports of each season’s excavations
are published annually in the journal Âîïðîñû ÿçûêîçíàíèÿ [Issues in Linguistics], the most
recent one being from 2011. The most comprehensive and authoritative analysis of the corpus is
by A.A. ZALIZNJAK, Äðåâíåíîâãîðîäñêèé äèàëåêò [The Old Novgorod Dialect; here abbreviated
as DND], 2nd edn. (Moscow, 2004; also available on the Internet at http://gramoty.ru), which
includes all the important documents found through the excavation year 2003. For a discussion
of birchbark writing within the broader framework of literacy in medieval Rus’, see S. FRANKLIN,
Writing, Society and Culture in Early Rus, c. 950-1300 (Cambridge, 2002).
Birchbark documents are numbered according to the Academy Edition and DND. Note
that ‘N’ stands for ‘Novgorod’ when preceding the number of the document.
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can often be inferred from the contents: the sums of money, the commercial activities, references which imply access to the prince or his agents. Birch-bark literacy
reflects daily concerns of the urban elites at a level below that of the princes and
the bishops: predominantly (but not exclusively) laymen, predominantly (but not
exclusively) men, predominantly (and perhaps exclusively, at least for the first
three centuries) people of means.2

As for the general characteristics of the birchbark corpus, we encounter
terms like ‘lay’, ‘private’ or ‘practical / pragmatic’ literacy to identify the types
of writings. All of these qualifications are somehow problematic in view of the
wide range and variety of the contents of the documents.
If we look at them in terms of their users, it is not very appropriate to speak
of ‘lay literacy’, since that would imply that only laymen were involved in
writing on birchbark and that it was of a purely secular nature. However, we
have ample evidence that the writers and readers could be members of the
clergy. Also, we have examples of birchbark used for personal copies of elite
and popular religious texts.
The qualification ‘private literacy’ is only suitable if we understand ‘private’ in a very broad sense, without the implication of strictly personal or even
confidential. For instance, peasants used birchbark letters to collectively – and
thus in a certain sense publicly – address their landlord about matters of estate
management.
The term ‘pragmatic literacy’ is probably most adequate to define the contents of the corpus.3 At the same time it is problematic because it does not
discriminate enough between the spheres of birchbark and parchment writing;
in the period and language area under discussion, quite a number of ‘practical’
texts were written on parchment, mostly legal documents (treaties, deeds). In
a certain way this also holds for liturgical texts on parchment for active use in
the church. On the other hand, we have a few examples on birchbark of literary
texts that are otherwise only known from parchment manuscripts.4 Thus, the
spheres of use of birchbark and parchment literacy were not fully separate;
2

FRANKLIN, Writing, Society and Culture in Early Rus, p. 39.
See also M. SCHULTE in this volume for further comments on the notion of pragmatic
literacy in connection with runic inscriptions.
4
I am referring to N 893 (a fragment of a text, which has close parallels to the Pouèenie
[“Instruction”] of Vladimir Monomakh) and document No. 17 from Toržok (an excerpt from the
well-known Slovo o premudrosti [“Sermon about Wisdom”] of Kirill of Turov, written down on
birchbark far away from Turov in the twelfth century, shortly after the death of the author or even
during his life). See the comments in ZALIZNJAK, DND, pp. 289-291, 464-466.
3
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there was an overlapping domain with textual crossovers from parchment to
birchbark, as in the case of literary excerpts, as well as from birchbark to
parchment, as in the case of drafts of wills or other official documents.5
Perhaps it is better to characterise birchbark literacy from a different angle,
not in synchronic – functional or social – terms, but from a diachronic, i.e.
temporal perspective. Unlike parchment, writing on birchbark was by and large
used for ephemeral matters; the strip of birchbark was thrown away when the
business deal was done, when the personal message concerning a daily affair
reached its addressee, or when the draft was put onto parchment. As Franklin
puts it:
Scribes of parchment manuscripts kept half an eye on eternity; senders of birchbark letters would hardly have counted on the prying persistence of future archaeologists.6

Here is another quotation which comes pretty close to an adequate description of the contents and functions of the corpus of birchbark documents:
[They] were the answer to an acute need to communicate in writing. [The] inscriptions were not addressed to the community but to the individual, and the messages
… seldom had more than a moment’s interest. As soon as the recipient had read it
and taken cognisance of the content, it could be discarded. The language in a[n] …
inscription was freer than the literary language set down on parchment; [the] language was more oral in form and had a greater degree of individuality.

Actually, this does not refer to the birchbark corpus, but to a different
collection: the more than six hundred medieval runic inscriptions from the
Bryggen (wharf) district in Bergen, Norway, recovered after a major fire in
1955.7 The inscriptions are dated within the period of the birchbark documents
5
See N 831, a twelfth-century document about an attempt to settle a serious dispute. The
letter states at the end: “And you, Stepan, copy [this] on parchment [na xarotitiju] and send it
away”. See ZALIZNJAK, DND, pp. 302-305.
6
FRANKLIN, Writing, Society and Culture in Early Rus, p. 40. Note that birchbark was not
the only writing surface used to convey ephemeral matters: see infra, n. 28.
7
The quotation is from T. SPURKLAND, Norwegian Runes and Runic Inscriptions (Woodbridge, 2005), p. 200. Note that text that is left out of the quotation directly refers to the runic
inscriptions. About one third of the total corpus from Bergen is published in A. LIESTØL, J.E.
KNIRK, I. SANNESS JOHNSEN, Norges innskrifter med de yngre runer 6 (Oslo, 1980-1990). A
database of the Bryggen finds is available on the Internet at http://www.nb.no/baser/
runer/index.html. The documents are cited by B plus their registration number; those that have
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(roughly between 1150 and 1350); the majority are carved on small wooden
sticks (in Old Norse, rúnakefli), which seem to have been specially made for
the purpose. After the Bergen finds, similar discoveries were made in other
medieval towns in Norway, notably in Trondheim, Oslo and Tønsberg, as well
as in some medieval towns elsewhere in Scandinavia.8 At first sight, the resemblance in contents between the birchbark corpus and the runic sticks is remarkable, as illustrated by a few examples:
RUNIC CORPUS

BIRCHBARK CORPUS

B 432 / N 650 – before 1332:

N 439 – 1200-1220:

Eindriði, you must let me have these:
two measures and three casks, and otherwise (if you cannot?) sixteen measures.
And Eindriði, you shall take that corn
which Bergþórr owes me. No less than
sixteen measures must you take; if not,
then take nothing. And I ask my father if
he will let me have three casks.9

From Moisej to Spirko. If Matej has not
taken the load, ship it to me with the
Prussian. I’ve sold off the tin and lead
and all the metalwork. I no longer have
to go to Suzdal’. Three loads of wax have
been bought, and you are to come here.
Ship some lead, about four weights; some
sheet-metal, perhaps two red pieces. And
send the money without delay.10

B 238 / N 649 – before 1413, perhaps c.
1300:

N 43 – 1380-1400:

been published in the corpus edition are also referred to by N plus a signum. Unpublished
inscriptions from elsewhere in Norway are numbered with a preceding A. On the Bryggen
inscriptions, see M. SCHULTE and T. SPURKLAND in this volume.
8
For a general overview, see SPURKLAND, Norwegian Runes, pp. 173-202, and also J.E.
KNIRK, “Runes and runic inscriptions: 3. Norway”, in: Medieval Scandinavia: An Encyclopedia,
ed. P. PULSIANO et al. (New York and London, 1993), pp. 553-554.
9
Translation by A. LIESTØL, “Correspondence in runes”, Mediaeval Scandinavia 1 (1968),
pp. 17-27, at p. 2.
10
Translation on the basis of ZALIZNJAK, DND, p. 436. The English translations of the
birchbark documents have been made in collaboration with Daniel E. Collins, The Ohio State
University.
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To Lunaney, his wife, sends N.N. God’s
and his greetings. It is my wish that to
Otto Kappa(?) a hundred(?) stockfish
will be delivered, for which you will receive some striped loden cloth, if it is
not too expensive.11

From Boris to Nastas’ja. As soon as this
letter arrives, send me a man on a stallion, since I have much to do here. And
send me a shirt; I forgot a shirt.12

B 095 / N 655 – before 1332:

N 926 – 1200-1220:

Bárðr: nearly (or: scarcely) one and a
half eyàir. Vígi. Heinrekr two ertogar.
Bad silver. Vígi. Ingimundr Sheep: two
and a half ertogar. Vígi.13

4 grivnas for Tìxon’s horse. To his son:
a grivna. To Mikifor: 5 and one-half
kunas and a grivna. To Gjulopiniè: 7
kunas. To the Pskovian: 8 and one-half
kunas. To Domaško: 8 and one-half rezanas. For salt: a kuna. For fish: 2 kunas.
For fatback: 9. As for fish innards: 4 vekšas.14

A 74 (Lom, Nord-Gudbrandsdal) – c.
1300:

N 377 – 1280-1300:

Hávarðr sends Guðný God’s greetings
From Mikita to Ana. Marry me – I want
and his own friendship. And now it is my you and you me. And Ignat Moiseev will
full intention to ask for your hand, if you be witness …16
do not want to be with Kolbeinn. Consider your marriage and let me know
your will.15

11
Translation on the basis of I. SANNESS JOHNSEN, “Die Runeninschriften über Handel und
Verkehr aus Bergen (Norwegen)”, in: Untersuchungen zu Handel und Verkehr der vor- und
frühgeschichtlichen Zeit in Mittel- und Nordeuropa, 4, Der Handel der Karolinger- und
Wikingerzeit, ed. K. DÜWEL et al. (Göttingen, 1987: Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. Philol.-hist. Klasse, 3. Folge 156), pp. 716-744, at p. 739.
12
Translation on the basis of ZALIZNJAK, DND, p. 651.
13
Translation on the basis of A. LIESTØL, “Runic voices from towns of ancient Norway”,
Scandinavica 13.1 (1974), pp. 19-33, at p. 22. Note that Vígi = Latin vidi, ‘I have seen’ (“a wellknown phrase in book-keeping”).
14
Translation on the basis of ZALIZNJAK, DND, p. 411.
15
Translation by A. LIESTØL, “‘Will you marry me’ under a church-floor”, Mediaeval
Scandinavia 10 (1977), pp. 35-40, at p. 37. See also SPURKLAND, Norwegian Runes, pp. 196-198.
16
Translation on the basis of ZALIZNJAK, DND, p. 495.
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The comparisons show that many of the same topics – straightforward business
affairs, daily instructions from husband to wife, registers as well as highly
personal matters – are represented both on birchbarks and on rune sticks.
Here we have two contemporary Northern European corpora of similar
writings that, to my knowledge, are unparalleled elsewhere in late medieval
Europe.17 It is tempting to draw general conclusions about the functions and
uses of both sets of documents, but at the same time it is dangerous to do so.
For Novgorod, the number and diversity of the texts, including hundreds of
letters, point to a situation in which birchbark literacy was crucial to the organisation and functioning of society, and in which it was integrated into a
huge variety of activities in the spheres of commerce and finance, law and
government, estate management, private life, and church and religion. As for
the Bergen corpus, the available data do not allow us to reconstruct a similar
broad picture of the social and communicative uses of runic writing within
society. What is striking is that the amount of recovered correspondence by
means of sticks is only a fraction in comparison to that on birchbark: there are
fewer than twenty letters and small notes from Bergen, including only a handful of proper letters, all related to business. Commercial activity is only reflected in a substantial way by some one hundred ownership tags that have
been found.18 Other issues of a pragmatic nature (especially those dealing with
legal and other formal affairs) seem to be lacking altogether, and the very limited testimonies of private affairs look more like personal messages or statements (often very similar to inscriptions on church walls) than ways of communicating with the outside world. This is at variance with what we encounter on
birchbark.19
17

For parallels from ancient times and different regions (especially the Vindolanda tablets
from Roman Britain and the Oxyrhynchus papyri from Upper Egypt), see FRANKLIN, Writing,
Society and Culture in Early Rus, pp. 35-45, who, incidentally, does not mention the runic corpus
from Bergen. See also M. GARRISON’s general overview, “‘Send more socks’: On mentality and
the preservation context of medieval letters”, in: New Approaches to Medieval Communication,
ed. M. MOSTERT (Turnhout, 1999: Utrecht Studies in Medieval Literacy 1), pp. 69-99 (on the
Vindolanda tablets, runes from Bergen and England, and the Novgorod birchbark corpus).
18
Cf. infra, n. 28 for the evidence of the use of ownership tags in Novgorod. According to
KNIRK, “Runes and runic inscriptions”, p. 554, business correspondence is basically lacking
among the runic finds in other Norwegian towns.
19
Documents of the type “I would much rather visit the mead-house more often!” (B 308),
“Ingibjo̧rg loved me when I was in Stavanger” (B 390), and “I love that man’s wife so much that
fire seems cold to me. And I am that woman’s lover” (B 644; translations by SPURKLAND,
Norwegian Runes, pp. 190, 193-194) would be very untypical on birchbark. In this respect, the
example cited above (A 74) is one of the very few parallels that can be drawn between both
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On the other hand, the Bergen corpus includes some larger text groups for
which parallels on birchbark are absent or marginally attested: over thirty
pieces of poetry, more than sixty runic inscriptions in Latin displaying “a taste
of goliardic poetry”20 as well as some sixty inscriptions containing (parts of)
the runic alphabet. The relatively large number of recovered fuþark inscriptions
is remarkable and may point to other purposes than just didactic exercises;
magical or simple ornamental functions cannot be ruled out.21 In the case of the
birchbark documents abecedaria constitute not much more than one percent of
the total corpus, and there is no reason to believe that they reflect anything else
than writing practice.
Instead of emphasising general textual similarities between the two corpora
– as demonstrated by the four examples above – future comparative research
would probably benefit more from detailed investigations into the structural
uses and functions of runic and birchbark literacy within their own specific oral
and written traditions.22

corpora when it comes to private affairs.
20
KNIRK, “Runes and runic inscriptions”, p. 554. Non-Slavic witnesses on birchbark are
rare: N 292 (Karelian), N 403 (including a Russian-Karelian vocabulary), N 488 (Latin), N 552
(Greek), N 753 (probably Low German), as well as document No. 11 from Smolensk, containing
a four-word fragment, probably of a land-transfer document, written in Norse runes. For an
overview of runic writing on other surfaces and objects in medieval Rus’, see FRANKLIN, Writing,
Society and Culture in Early Rus, pp. 110-115. See also T. ROZHDESTVENSKAJA in this volume
on church inscriptions.
21
See LIESTØL, “Runic voices”, p. 32 (“Every ninth inscription contains an alphabet”). On
fuþark inscriptions, see K. FJELLHAMMER SEIM, De vestnordiske futhark-innskriftene fra vikingtid
og middelalder – form og funksjon (Trondheim, 1998).
22
In comparing both corpora, it is noteworthy that there is historical evidence of the use of
(birch)bark as a writing material in Scandinavia in the late Middle Ages. Olaus Magnus reports
in his Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus (1555): “… once the natives of the North directed
to each other letters incised on wood, since this was the best-known form of writing material.
Indeed, even now, if paper runs out in military camps or cities under siege, they resort to using
for their letters the bark or wood of a birch tree cut apart into slivers or, rather, into thin sheets”
(Description of the Northern Peoples, 1, ed. P. FISHER et al. (London, 1996) p. 77). A direct
witness is a later inscription (second half of the fifteenth century) in ink on birchbark located in
Vadstena, southern Sweden. Found within a paper manuscript, it contains a brief Latin text
written by the compiler of the manuscript. The document is described in full in O. ODENIUS, “En
notis om björknäver som skrivmaterial i Vadstena kloster under senmedeltiden”, Kyrkohistorisk
årsskrift 59 (1960), pp. 163-171. Within the Bergen corpus we have at least one case (B 372 / N
659) of the use of a sliver of wood (probably not the actual bark) for writing purposes (see
LIESTØL, “Correspondence in runes”, pp. 22-23).
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The Chronology of the Birchbark Corpus
The question of the chronology of birchbark documents has already been
the subject of a special investigation by the American Slavist Dean S. Worth
who, in the 1980s, conducted pioneering work on several linguistic and philological aspects of the birchbark corpus. The title of the present contribution
refers to his article “The birchbark letters in time and space”, which was published in 1990.23 I will specifically address those aspects of his research that
deal with ‘Time’, not those that deal with ‘Space’, at least not in the sense that
Worth had in mind. Whereas Worth tried to prove that philological and linguistic evidence suggests a major thirteenth-century “spatial reorientation of
Novgorod’s interests from purely local and regional matters … to a broader
political perspective”,24 I will concentrate on the spatial distribution of writing
activity on birchbark within different parts of the city of Novgorod.
The most recent data that were available to Worth go back to 1986, when
the eighth volume of the Academy edition of the birchbark documents was
published.25 The edition contained the archaeological finds through to the end
of 1983. In total, Worth was able to investigate over seven hundred documents,
on the basis of which he made some important observations. Now, twenty-five
additional excavation seasons in Novgorod and elsewhere have brought us
some fifty percent extra data, so it seems time to evaluate the findings of
Worth.
At present, we not only have more than three hundred additional documents at our disposal, we can also benefit from many refinements over the last
decades in their interpretation and dating. Moreover, for the last few years the
total corpus has been made more accessible by means of a comprehensive
electronic database, from which texts, lexemes, and specific word-forms can be
extracted on the basis of a refined set of archaeological and philological param23
D.S. WORTH, “The birchbark letters in time and space”, Wiener Slawistischer Almanach
25-26 (1990: Festschrift for ¼ubomir Ïuroviè), pp. 439-450. This is an updated and expanded
version of ID., “The chronology of the Novgorod birchbark letters”, in: Studia slavica mediaevalia
et humanistica Riccardo Picchio dicata, 2, ed. M. COLUCCI, G. DELL’AGATA and H. GOLDBLATT
(Roma, 1986), pp. 785-796.
24
WORTH, “Birchbark letters”, p. 447.
25
V.L. JANIN and A.A. ZALIZNJAK, Íîâãîðîäñêèå ãðàìîòû íà áåðåñòå (èç ðàñêîïîê
1977-1983 ãã.): Êîììåíòàðèè è ñëîâîóêàçàòåëü ê áåðåñòÿíûì ãðàìîòàì (èç ðàñêîïîê
1951-1983 ãã.) [Novgorod Documents on Birchbark (from the Excavations of 1977-1983):
Comments and Glossary to the Birchbark Documents (from the Excavations of 1951-1983)]
(Moscow, 1986).
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eters. A ‘light’ version of the database can be consulted on the Internet at
http://gramoty.ru, where each document is provided with basic information, a
photo, a drawing, transliteration, and a translation into modern Russian.

The Data Anno 2008
In order to analyse the change over time of writing on birchbark and to
make a comparison with the findings of Worth, I will first evaluate the data
available through to the end of the excavation year 2008.26
As for the geographical distribution, birchbark documents have been
brought to the surface in nine ancient cities in the northern parts of Russia,
with Novgorod as the focus of writing activity. The other cities are nearby
Staraja Russa, as well as Toržok, Smolensk, Pskov, Tver’, Moscow, Rjazan’,
and, more to the east, Nižnij Novgorod. In addition, we have a few documents
that were discovered in Vitebsk (Vicebsk) and Mstislavl’ (Mscislaß) in Belarus, and, more to the south, in the city of Zvenigorod in Galicia (Halyè),
Ukraine.27
The questions to be answered here are: How many documents have been
unearthed in these twelve locations? If we want to investigate the chronology
of writing activity, how many of them are dated accurately? However, the basic
question that has to be addressed first is: What do we consider to be a ‘document’?
We could, of course, simply count numbers to define the grand total of
‘documents’. So for instance, in the case of Novgorod, we now have 973 items,
numbered in the sequence in which they were unearthed. Including the other
cities, the total number would then add up to 1071. However, there are three
more documents that do not have a separate number, but are otherwise
labelled: these consist of a letter and an unfinished alphabet written on lead
26

In the excavation year 2009, no documents were recovered in Novgorod, in the year 2010
as many as forty-two, and in the year 2011 only three. As for recent finds in other places, we have
three extra birchbark letters from Staraja Russa and one from Smolensk. Most of the 2010 finds
from Novgorod as well as No. 43 from Staraja Russa have recently been published in the journal
Âîïðîñû ÿçûêîçíàíèÿ (2011.4, pp. 3-19); they are preliminary and roughly dated to the second
half of the twelfth century (some of them perhaps a little bit older, some others a bit younger).
27
See the map at http://gramoty.ru/images/map01.gif. Nižnij Novgorod, at the crossroads
of the Volga and Oka rivers, is missing on the map. In 2007 it was reported that a birchbark
document had been found in that city; however, further details are still lacking.
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plates28 as well as the so-called gramota-ikonka (‘letter-icon’) with drawings
and accompanying inscriptions of St Barbara and Jesus Christ (‘N 915-I’). On
the other hand, there are finds (mostly fragments) that were first numbered
separately but which later, upon closer inspection, turned out to be parts of a
single document. Also, some longer coherent texts written on two or more
pieces of birchbark received separate numbers for each strip of birchbark. We
have a total of eighteen such cases from Novgorod as well as three from Smolensk, which for the purpose of this investigation will be treated as single
pieces of evidence for writing activity. This reduces the grand total of documents by twenty-seven items.29
When it comes to defining the number of birchbark documents, there is one
more complicating matter, namely the fact that a single piece of birchbark
could actually contain two different and in principle independent messages.
This is clearly the case in N 497 and N 736, which both consist of a letter and
the reply to it; in N 497, the last sentence of the text is the answer to the pre28
In including the two texts on lead plates (‘Svinc. 1’ and ‘Svinc. 2’, where Svinc. stands
for svincovaja gramota [“lead document”]) in the corpus of writings on birchbark, I follow
ZALIZNJAK, DND, p. 261, who states with regard to Svinc. 1: “With respect to the way in which
the letters are jotted down and to the genre, it is so much like birchbark documents that we
consider it appropriate to treat it on the same level” (cf. also FRANKLIN, Writing, Society and
Culture in Early Rus, p. 47, n. 131). Otherwise, I will strictly limit the corpus to texts written on
birchbark and exclude other writing surfaces, like wood (waxed tablets, cylinder-seals, tally
sticks), stone (slate spindle whorls, inscriptions on church walls, crosses, etc.), coins, seals, as
well as parchment and paper. I must admit that the limitation is to some extent artificial if we want
to investigate ephemeral literacy in the medieval Russian Northwest, since specific subgenres of
birchbark literacy can also be expressed on other material, as in the case of the two lead plates.
This holds especially for the short labels (jarlyèki), partly ownership tags, which are written on
small strips of birchbark or on objects made of birchbark (like bottoms or lids of containers, or
floats). The same kind of information can also be conveyed on, for instance, a wooden float,
cylinder-seal, comb, bowl or spoon, or on spindle whorls made of pink slate (cf. ZALIZNJAK, DND,
pp. 276-278, 313, 457, 539; see also the reservations already made in 1993 with respect to
including jarlyèki in the birchbark corpus: V.L. JANIN, “Ïðåäèñëîâèå” [Preface], in:
Íîâãîðîäñêèå ãðàìîòû íà áåðåñòå (èç ðàñêîïîê 1984-1989 ãã.) [Novgorod Documents on
Birchbark (from the Excavations of 1984-1989)], ed. V.L. JANIN and A.A. ZALIZNJAK (Moscow,
1993), p. 4). However, it is my impression that the limited data that are available for these types
of additional evidence of literacy will not significantly alter the overall picture gained from the
corpus of birchbark documents.
29
According to standard practice (cf. DND, p. 17), the cases in point are indicated by
combined numbers divided by forward slashes: N 185/184, N 192/191, N 212/214/216/217, N
259/265, N 261/262/263/264, N 275/266, N 320/337, N 473/468/472, N 494/469, N 519/520,
N 607/562, N 659/648, N 662/684, N 698/699, N 721/647/683, N 801/802, N 853/898, N
877/572, Smolensk 2/3, Smolensk 5/7, Smolensk 9/8.
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ceding request to come “to the city”,30 and N 736 is a letter “From Ivan to
Dristliv” on the outer side of the birchbark, with the reply “From Dristliv to
Ivan” on the inner side. So, it makes sense to split up N 497 and N 736 into
separate pieces of evidence for writing activity.31 The same holds true for N
589 and N 750, which each contain independent messages from a single sender
to two different addressees (N 589: “From Žila to Èjudin” and, at the end of
the same text, without any interruption, “From Žila to Sava”), and N 952,
which consists of two messages from different senders (first a letter from
Radko to his father, then a letter from Vjaèeška to Lazor’). From a pragmatic
point of view, these kinds of messages can only be understood in a context
where they were not handed by the messenger to the addressee, but just shown
or read aloud to him or her.32
Much progress has been made in correcting and refining the dating of
birchbark documents over the last few years. Most documents can now be
narrowed down to a couple of decades, mainly on the basis of stratigraphy and
dendrochronology, with supporting palaeographic, philological and linguistic
evidence.33 For the chronological analysis, I will follow the database, which for
the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries uses regular intervals of twenty
years. Documents from the eleventh century are categorised into three periods
of twenty-five years (the earliest one being 1025-1050), whereas the first half
of the fifteenth century is divided into two intervals (1400-1420, 1420-1450),
in order to have a more balanced time scale on the horizontal axis of the figures
below.
Unfortunately, some documents are not (yet) dated (for example, N 764,
Rjazan’ 1, and Pskov 5 and 8), and some documents still have only very rough
30

See J. SCHAEKEN, “‘Don’t shoot the messenger’: A pragmaphilological approach to
birchbark letter no. 497 from Novgorod”, Russian Linguistics 35.1 (2011), pp. 1-11.
31
Two other texts on birchbark, also displaying two different hands (N 904 and Staraja
Russa 35), have received the same “letter-plus-answer” interpretation. However, Gippius has
convincingly argued that in both cases an alternative reading, without assuming two separate
messages, is more likely (A.A. GIPPIUS, “Ê ïðàãìàòèêå è êîììóíèêàòèâíîé îðãàíèçàöèè
áåðåñòÿíûõ ãðàìîò” [On the pragmatics and communicative organisation of birchbark
documents], in: V.L. JANIN, A.A. ZALIZNJAK and A.A. GIPPIUS, Íîâãîðîäñêèå ãðàìîòû íà
áåðåñòå (èç ðàñêîïîê 1997-2000 ãã.) [Novgorod Documents on Birchbark (from the
Excavations of 1997-2000)] (Moscow, 2004), pp. 183-232, at pp. 227-229). In the case of N 332,
which is similar to N 736 (each side of the birchbark containing messages in different hands), it
is difficult to establish the relationship between both texts because of the fragmentary condition
of the second one.
32
GIPPIUS, “Ê ïðàãìàòèêå”, p. 206.
33
ZALIZNJAK, DND, pp. 18-19.
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datings, for instance the one from Mstislavl’ (classified as 1100-1300). I will
exclude documents that fall into these categories from the analysis. In the following table a total of 1052 documents are listed, of which 1035 are dated. The
number 1035 is the starting point for the further analysis in this paper.
Table 1. Numbers of (dated) birchbark documents anno 2008.
Place of excavation

Number of documents

Number which are dated

Novgorod34

957

947

Staraja Russa

41

41

Toržok

19

19

Smolensk

12

11

Pskov

8

6

Tver’

5

5

Moscow

3

2

Zvenigorod Galickij

3

3

Vitebsk

1

1

Mstislavl’

1

0

Rjazan’

1

0

Nižnij Novgorod

1

0

1052

1035

34
Included is N 950, which was found in Gorodišèe (Gorodishche), the stronghold southeast
of Novgorod (see ZALIZNJAK, DND, p. 274: ‘Gorod. 1’).
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Fig. 1. Chronology of birchbark documents according to Worth 1990 (data through
1983).

The Statistics of the Eighties
In his 1990 article, Worth presented a figure with average numbers of
birchbark documents per year unearthed from each of the twenty-four dated
chronological layers of the Novgorod excavations.35 Here the average numbers
are recalculated in percentages, with the figure adapted to a uniform format.
What we see on the basis of the data of some twenty-five years ago is that
the number of documents climbs gradually from the eleventh to the early thirteenth century. In the mid-thirteenth century, however, “the frequency of written communication drops to barely over a quarter (28%) of the average frequency of the preceding sixty years”.36 After this period of what Worth calls an
“epistolary crisis”, the number of documents rises sharply in the late thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries.
In order to support his findings, Worth used corroborative evidence from
chronicle writing in medieval Novgorod. He counted the length of the yearly
entries in the First Novgorod Chronicle (Novgorodskaja Pervaja Letopis’ –
NPL) to measure the activity level of this kind of literate activity. The resulting
statistics presented by Worth are reproduced here in terms of percentages and
combined with the data from Figure 1.

35
36

WORTH, “Birchbark letters”, p. 443.
WORTH, “Birchbark letters”, p. 441.
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Fig. 2. Chronology of birchbark documents according to Worth 1990, compared to
length of entries in NPL.

According to Worth, the “striking similarity” between the chronological
development of both the birchbark documents and chronicle writing “can hardly be due to chance alone: the mid-thirteenth century was clearly a time when
not much was written, a period, as it were, of cultural stagnation”. On the same
page,37 Worth hastens to stress the limitations of his statistics, since we have to
keep in mind that the amount of recovered data does not necessarily match the
number of documents actually written in a given period:
It is conceivable, for example, though it does not seem likely, that demographic and
climatic factors could have had a substantial effect on the number of documents
written and preserved from any given time.

This caveat, of course, also applies to the present research, although the
increasing amount of archaeological data as well as the progress made in the
interpretation of documents make it possible to determine the actual status of
birchbark literacy in the Middle Ages with greater probability.
Worth adduces three factors to explain the rapid and sharp decline in literate activity in the mid-thirteenth century. First, he refers to a famine due to a
severe frost in the spring of 1230, which claimed thousands of victims and
caused many to migrate from Novgorod. Second, according to Worth, the
Novgorod economy stagnated because of the Tatar invasion of 1237-1240. In
this respect we have to keep in mind that trade and commerce make up the
37

WORTH, “Birchbark letters”, p. 444.
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Fig. 3. Chronology of birchbark documents through 2008.

number one topic in birchbark writing. Third, Worth mentions the fact that it
was:
… precisely at mid-century that Prince Alexander (“Nevskij”) of Novgorod had to
spend four full years at Batyj’s Tatar headquarters, leaving his city-state without
the leadership that might have generated activity worthy of mention in the chronicle. We can conclude that the reduced levels of letter- and chronicle-writing at
mid-century were the result of much-reduced population level, a stagnant economy,
and lack of energetic leadership.38

Present-Day Statistics
Let us now move to the present-day chronological statistics, which are
presented in Figure 3 in two different ways: for all birchbark finds through
2008 as well as for the finds in Novgorod only, as was done by Worth. Since
well over ninety percent of the documents come from medieval Novgorod, it
may not come as a surprise that the two curves in Figure 3 follow each other
closely. The only two deviations are in the period 1140-1160, with relatively
many finds from nearby Staraja Russa, and in the period 1180-1200, mainly
due to the relatively high number of documents excavated in Toržok in the
years 1999-2001.

38

WORTH, “Birchbark letters”, p. 446.
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Fig. 4. Zaliznjak’s chronology of birchbark documents anno 1999.

Actually, more or less the same graphic was published in 2002 by Andrej
A. Zaliznjak on the basis of the data through 1999 (ten excavation seasons
ago). The curve is somewhat ‘hidden’ in the diagram, which was primarily
made to show the chronological development of two kinds of orthographic
features.39 In Figure 4, I have singled out and redrawn the relevant curve to
reflect the distribution in time of the total corpus of documents known by the
end of 1999.
Zaliznjak does not provide us with the underlying data and comments only
in general terms on the chronology, stating, among other things, that the sharp
decline in the total amount of writing activity in the thirteenth century is “connected with the new political and economical situation”.40 If we compare his
figure with the statistics of ten years later, we see almost identical curves. The
only small deviation that can be observed is for the period 1240-1260. In Figure 3, it looks as if writing activity recovered a little bit right after the devastating famine of 1230, but soon shrank again to a minimum. However, these relatively small fluctuations can be better interpreted as statistical noise.41
In comparison to Worth’s chronology (Figure 1), there are two general
observations to be made. In Worth’s analysis, the first peak of birchbark writing is reached in the period 1200-1220, and the lowest level is reached some
twenty to forty years later, around 1250. In the present analysis, the first peak
39
A.A. ZALIZNJAK, “Äðåâíåðóññêàÿ ãðàôèêà ñî ñìåøåíèåì ú – î è ü – å” [Old Russian
graphics with interchange of ú – î and ü – å], in: ID., Ðóññêîå èìåííîå ñëîâîèçìåíåíèå: Ñ
ïðèëîæåíèåì èçáðàííûõ ðàáîò ïî ñîâðåìåííîìó ðóññêîìó ÿçûêó è îáùåìó ÿçûêîçíàíèþ
[Russian Nominal Inflexion: With an Appendix of Selected Works on the Modern Russian
Language and General Linguistics] (Moscow, 2002), pp. 577-612, at p. 608.
40
ZALIZNJAK, “Äðåâíåðóññêàÿ ãðàôèêà”, p. 610.
41
It should also be pointed out that the dating of a number of documents found after 1999
to the period 1240-1260 is still classified as “tentative” (“uslovnyj”) in the database.
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Fig. 5. Chronology of birchbark documents (in numbers) found at the Trinity and Nerev
sites.

occurs at least two decades earlier (1180-1200, with 13.3 percent of the total
amount of dated documents), and the sharp decline in the next period of twenty
years takes place much more rapidly (1200-1220: 4.5 percent), with the lowest
point approximately around 1230 (2.4 percent).
Furthermore, in Worth’s analysis, the second peak of birchbark writing
after the “epistolary crisis”, around 1360-1380, is much higher than the first
one in the period 1200-1220. In the present-day statistics, however, the second
peak is significantly lower than the first one.
How do we explain the finding that the chronology of writing activity on
birchbark does not match the one in the NPL in the same “striking” way as in
Worth’s analysis? The answer must be sought in the assumption that the
“pause” in the NPL in the mid-thirteenth century does not reflect historical
events that had a negative effect on literate activity. It has already been pointed
out by Alexej A. Gippius on several occasions, most recently in an article in
2006,42 that the pause is primarily of a philological nature and that it is entirely
due to a simple gap in the work of one chronicle writer (most probably Timofej
the Sexton), who was responsible for the years 1226-1274. This gap in the
annalistic activity of a single individual, especially in the years 1246-1250, can
42

A.A. GIPPIUS, “Íîâãîðîäñêàÿ âëàäû÷íàÿ ëåòîïèñü XII-XIV ââ. è åå àâòîðû (Èñòîðèÿ
è ñòðóêòóðà òåêñòà â ëèíãâèñòè÷åñêîì îñâåùåíèè)” [The Novgorod Episcopal Chronicle of
the twelfth-fourteenth centuries and its authors (history and text structure in a linguistic
perspective)], Ëèíãâèñòè÷åñêîå èñòî÷íèêîâåäåíèå è èñòîðèÿ ðóññêîãî ÿçûêà [Linguistic
Source Studies and the History of the Russian Language] 2004-2005 [2006], pp. 114-251, at pp.
214-215.
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Fig. 6. Chronology of birchbark documents (in percentages) found at the Trinity and
Nerev sites.

not therefore be directly related to the dynamics of birchbark writing in the
same period.

Birchbark Writing within the City of Novgorod
The question remains why in the present analysis the first peak of writing
activity on birchbark occurs as early as 1180-1200, and why a sharp decline
occurs in the first two decades of the thirteenth century. Its lowest point is
reached around 1230, which nicely coincides with the dreadful famine in the
spring of 1230 mentioned by Worth. The other historical reasons put forward
by Worth – the Tatar invasion and the lack of leadership in the mid-thirteenth
century – may explain the reduction of writing activity later on, but they cannot
account for the earlier period before 1230.
In order to find answers to this question, it is important to have a closer
look at the specific locations within the city of Novgorod where the birchbark
documents have been recovered. Over 85 percent of the dated documents from
Novgorod come from excavation sites on the Sophia side of the city, on the left
bank of the Volkhov River. In fact, the overwhelming majority (more than 80
percent of the total of the dated finds from Novgorod) were unearthed at two
specific sites: the Nerev site (Nerevskij raskop) north of the kremlin (Detinec),
located in the medieval quarter known as Nerev End (Nerevskij konec), and the
Trinity site (Troickij raskop) south of the kremlin, in the Ljudin (‘People’s’)
End (Ljudin konec) (see Map 1). These two major sites are comparable with
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regard to the number of recovered documents and the depth of the cultural
layers, which extends to over six metres. Figures 5 and 6 show the chronological distribution of documents from both locations, first in absolute numbers,
then in percentages in relation to the total amount from Novgorod.43
The figures clearly show that the sharp decline between approximately
1190 and 1230 is mainly due to the reduced number of finds at the Trinity site
in the Ljudin End of the city; percentages drop from some 18 percent to 5 percent.
Also, if we take the period 1220-1240 with its first lowest level of writing
activity as a turning-point, we see that the production at the Ljudin End is
significantly higher than the average in the period before (until 1220) and
lower in the period after; during the rest of the thirteenth century and beyond,
the number of documents from the Ljudin End would never again become
higher than it was around the year 1100. In the case of the finds at the Nerev
End, the chronological development is the other way around, with relatively
lower numbers of documents before the turning-point and relatively higher
numbers after it.
The obvious question is: What happened in Novgorod in general, and more
specifically in the Ljudin End (the Trinity site), in the late twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries? Can we somehow explain the statistics drawn from the
corpus by relating them to historical developments or specific events in Novgorod that took place in the same period?
In recent publications, Valentin L. Janin has already linked the sharp decline in the numbers of documents from the Trinity site around the year 1200
with internal political affairs:
The internal politics of the Novgorod boyars was greatly influenced by the rivalry
among the territorial groupings which went back to the ancient rivalry among the
three original settlements which had formed the basis of Novgorod [those of the
Slavic tribes of the Slovenes and Krivièi and of the Finno-Ugrian Èud’ – JS]. … A
graphic example of this incessant struggle was the uprising of 1207, in the course
of which the boyar grouping of the Liudin end, which was then in power, was expelled from Novgorod; its property, including its landholdings, was distributed
among the participants in the uprising; its mansions were burned.44
43
I have excluded some thirty documents labelled in the database as “accidental” finds, even
when the approximate location is known (e.g. N 381, “found near the Nerev site”).
44
V.L. JANIN [IANIN], “Medieval Novgorod”, in: The Cambridge History of Russia, 1, From
Early Rus’ to 1689, ed. M. PERRIE (Cambridge, 2006), pp. 188-210, at pp. 196-197. The same
text in Russian: ID., Î÷åðêè èñòîðèè ñðåäíåâåêîâîãî Íîâãîðîäà [Essays on the History of
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The devastating changes connected with the events of 1207 at the Trinity excavation site are witnessed to by a catastrophic decrease in birchbark documents, which
by itself testifies to the change of the social structure of the complex. … The complex of documents of the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries from the Trinity site are in
no way connected with the boyarship, contrary to the documents which were unearthed in the layers of the eleventh – beginning of the thirteenth centuries.45

The last citation can probably be related to the fact that literate activity at
the Ljudin End never seriously recovered after the events in the early thirteenth
century. As for the period before the “devastating changes”, it should be noted
that the networks of birchbark communication of both the Nerev and Ljudin
Ends of the city were to a high degree separated, at least as far as can be deduced from the place of excavations of birchbark letters in combination with
the identification of historical figures that also appear in other sources, most
notably the NPL: persons who received letters that were found in the Nerev or
Ljudin End wrote to other persons, who in turn received letters that were recovered in the same end. To my knowledge, there is only a small amount of
evidence for the early period of communication on birchbark between persons
who can clearly be related to two different parts of the city.46
Medieval Novgorod] (Moscow, 2008), pp. 381-382.
45
JANIN, Î÷åðêè èñòîðèè ñðåäíåâåêîâîãî Íîâãîðîäà, p. 99. See also: ID., “Ïðåäèñëîâèå”, pp. 3-4, 16; ID., Ó èñòîêîâ íîâãîðîäñêîé ãîñóäàðñòâåííîñòè [The Origins of
Novgorod’s Statehood] (Velikij Novgorod, 2001), p. 6; ID., Íîâãîðîäñêèå ïîñàäíèêè [The
Governors of Novgorod], 2nd edn. (Moscow, 2003), pp. 173-174.
46
One probable exception are two letters (N 115 and N 118: 1180-1200) from Prokša, who
most certainly can be identified with the Ljudin End, to Nester, who obviously received them in
the Nerev End, since both letters were excavated there (see ZALIZNJAK, DND, pp. 427-428). Since
in N 115 the legal term vira (‘weregild’) occurs, the correspondence might be connected with the
role the Nerev End played in the late twelfth century as the legal-administrative centre of the
whole city. The same connection has also been proposed for the fragmentary letter N 226 (11601180) from an unknown writer to two persons from two different ends: the boyar Ivanko from the
Nerev End and the posadnik Miroška Nezdiniè, who was the godfather of the influential clan of
the Miroškinièi of the Ljudin End (see A.A. GIPPIUS, “Êîììåíòàðèé ê áåðåñòÿíîé ãðàìîòå ¹
226” [Comment on birchbark document No. 226], in: Áåðåñòÿíûå ãðàìîòû: 50 ëåò îòêðûòèÿ
è èçó÷åíèÿ [The Birchbark Documents: 50 Years of Discovery and Research], ed. A.A. GIPPIUS
et al. (Moscow, 2003), pp. 45-56). The only explicit mention of a letter being received from
another end (“There is a letter from that side”, meaning the Slavno End on the right bank of the
Volkhov river; see Map 1) is made in N 954 (1100-1120), in which a certain Šil’ce is accused of
bringing shame to “the entire Ljudin End” because of “poking other people’s pigs” (see A.A.
ZALIZNJAK and V.L. JANIN, “Áåðåñòÿíûå ãðàìîòû èç íîâãîðîäñêèõ ðàñêîïîê 2005 ã.” [Birchbark documents from the Novgorod excavations of 2005], Âîïðîñû ÿçûêîçíàíèÿ [Issues in
Linguistics] 2006.3, pp. 3-13, at pp. 3-8).
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This observation would imply that in the case of dramatic events affecting
only a single end of the city, like the uprising of 1207 and its aftermath, the
social network and its level of birchbark writing in another end, in this particular case the Nerev one, could theoretically stay intact. However, it seems not to
have done so, at least not if we have a look at Figures 5 and 6. Perhaps the
decrease is too small to draw any further conclusions – keeping in mind the
caveat that has been expressed above (in the section “The statistics of the eighties”) – or perhaps the people of the Nerev End were so preoccupied with the
internal affairs under discussion that it had a negative effect on their own business and its written reflection on birchbark.
Nevertheless, it seems legitimate also to look for more general circumstances that may explain the overall decrease in Novgorod of the activity level
of writing on birchbark as early as the end of the twelfth and early thirteenth
centuries. These circumstances could have been brought about by political
instability, which would have had a negative effect on the economy and, as a
consequence, would have caused a decreased need for communication and
record keeping on birchbark:
The thirteenth century was a time of trial for Novgorod. At the very beginning of
the century a permanent military danger arose on the western borders of the Novgorod lands, from the Teutonic order of knights who had settled on the Baltic. On the
north-western borders no less dangerous a threat was posed by Swedish aggression.47

Moreover, recent archaeological investigations suggest that the economy
in Novgorod underwent some kind of crisis at the very beginning of the thirteenth century, if not earlier. For instance, if we look at the diagram of the
import of amphoras from the south, published by Elena A. Rybina on the basis
of archaeological research conducted by I.V. Volkov,48 we see exactly the same
chronological development as in the case of the birchbark documents. The
highest peak of recovered amphoras is just before 1200; there is a rapid decline
afterwards, which reaches its lowest point around 1230-1240:

47
JANIN, “Medieval Novgorod”, p. 198. The same text in Russian: ID., Î÷åðêè èñòîðèè
ñðåäíåâåêîâîãî Íîâãîðîäà, p. 383. See also: J. MARTIN, Medieval Russia 980-1584, 2nd edn.
(Cambridge, 2007), pp. 139-140.
48
E.A. RYBINA, Òîðãîâëÿ ñðåäíåâåêîâîãî Íîâãîðîäà [Trade in Medieval Novgorod]
(Velikij Novgorod, 2001), p. 70.
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… the decline must have occurred at the very beginning of the 13th century. It
would be natural to conclude that this phenomenon was linked to the Fall of Constantinople in 1204 and the temporary instability in the Bosphorus and also with the
restrictions placed upon Greek traders who were subjects of Nicaea.49

These and other new archaeological insights have to be investigated in
more detail in order to draw further conclusions. For now, I hope to have demonstrated that the famine of 1230 and the Tatar invasion were not the initial
reasons for the decline of writing on birchbark in the thirteenth century. It took
place already some decades earlier and must have been triggered by internal
conflicts within the city of Novgorod, possibly in combination with negative
political-economical developments of some broader kind. Because of the
ephemeral nature of birchbark writing and its central place in the organisation
of everyday life in medieval Novgorod society, these factors immediately affected the activity level: fewer people must have been engaged in writing and,
as Worth puts it, “those who were so engaged had less to write about”.50
Future research can benefit from keeping a close eye on exact chronological developments in the period of the late twelfth and early thirteenth century.
The Tatar invasion was indeed a major event in the history of medieval Rus’,
and it is tempting to explain philological phenomena around that time within
its context. However, many things seem to have already been shifting in
Novgorod just before that time.51

49
I.V. VOLKOV, “Amphorae from Novgorod the Great and comments on the wine trade
between Byzantium and Medieval Russia”, in: The Pottery from Medieval Novgorod and Its
Region, ed. C. ORTON (Abingdon, 2006), pp. 145-159, at pp. 153-154.
50
WORTH, “Birchbark letters”, p. 44.
51
I am greatly indebted to Daniel E. Collins, The Ohio State University, Alexej A. Gippius,
Institut slavjanovedenija RAN, and Kristel Zilmer, University of Bergen, for commenting on
earlier drafts of this article.
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Map 1. Plan of Novgorod.
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